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Horkheimer is the leader of the Frankfurt school and a theorist. He is 
influenced by quite a few philosophers and thinkers.  Schopenhauer is one of 
them. In each period of his all lives, Horkheimer is influenced by Schopenhauer 
either obviously or faintly. Horkheimer’s critical theory starts from 
Schopenhauer’s view that the world is the worst of all. Horkheimer approves of 
the Schopenhauer’s proposition that will impulse produces evil and suffering. 
And in view of it, Horkheimer criticizes enlightenment rationality and the 
contemporary culture. Schopenhauer’s sympathetic ethics is main component in 
Horkheimer’s critical theory and Horkheimer makes transition from it to love. 
Schopenhauer’s view that all life will is doing is to weave a rope of sand makes 
Horkheimer doubt the social revolution. Horkheimer’s pessimism stems from 
Schopenhauer’s idea that social history is meaningless. 
  The structure of this dissertation is as follows: 
  In preface, I introduce the significance and domestic present situation of  
Horkheimer’s critical theory briefly, and point out that in which respects 
Horkheimer is influenced by Schopenhauer generally. 
  In Chapter One, through the analysis of starting point, angle of view and total 
characteristic in his critical theory , I explain that how Horkheimer is influenced 
by Schopenhauer. 
  In Chapter Two, I discuss negation of will, location of rationality and view of 
art in Schopenhauer’s philosophy in order to look into the fact that how 
Horkheimer’s critical theory accepts Schopenhauer’s legacy. 















ethics against “longing for love” in Horkheimer’s critical theory and delineate 
their inner relations and the clue of development.  
In Chapter Four, I hold that Horkheimer lays stress on theoretical critique and 
underestimates the role of political struggle and make sure that those are related 
with  Schopenhauer’s view that the attempt of life will certainly proves futile.  
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